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Amazing Range of Open Roofing Solutions



Ozatal Louvers & Skylights
The Open Roof System is manufactured for cover-

ing outdoor areas like swimming pools, open air 

restaurants, courtyards, sit out etc. We have 

impressive list of clients across the country includ-

ing premium apartments, villas, star hotels, up 

market restaurants, commercial buildings, resi-

dences etc. We also have manufacturing wide 

range of elegant Skylight, Roof opening covered 

with translucent or transparent glass or plastic de-

signed to admit daylight 

Introducing the wide range of new generation 

opening roofs, sun louvres and shutter system. 

Select from Ozatal Architectural Series- which is 

the premium product range, or the suburban 

direct range – designed with quality and economy 

in mind.

1
Opening Roofs

2
Outdoor Blinds

3
Louvreline Panel

4
Sun Louvers

5
Shutters
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Our specialities

The Company has a highly experienced team of engineers and trained technicians with 

in-house design and other operational facilities. The Company provides product and 

services in competitive and affordable rates & undertakes installation by trained person-

nel ensuring proper care, minimal wastage, long life and greater credence to manufac-

turer’s warranty, giving a high value in return for the money spent.

Create year-round usable space

Hinged, bi-fold and sliding options

Designtech Gates and Fences

The Finishing Touch

Commercially viable

Options to Suit

Skylight

A skylight is a light-transmitting structure 
that forms all or part of the roof space of a 
building for daylighting purposes. Skylights 
have found wide application admitting 
steady, even light in industrial, commercial, 
and residential buildings, especially those 
with a northern orientation.
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Ozatal Sky Frames
In architecture and structural engineering, a space frame or space structure (3D truss) 

is a rigid, lightweight, truss-like structure constructed from interlocking struts in a geo-

metric pattern. Space frames can be used to span large areas with few interior sup-

ports. Ozatal Spaces frames can be used in Commercial and industrial structures, 

Auditoriums, Skylights, Canopies, Toll booths, Exhibition halls, Sports stadiums

Space frame structures are lightweight.

The space frame structure is sufficiently stiff.

Very easy to transport, handle and install 

Excellent duration to depth ratio.

Good cambering facilities.

Excellent acoustic properties.
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Designed By crm@olivecs.com

Ozatal Space frame structure ensures the following quality advantages with the use 

of world class proven technology and quality materials.


